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MicroSurvey CAD 2010 - Powered by IntelliCAD®, Field to finish has never been this easy.
Available in 4 different levels, MicroSurvey CAD is the design solution engineered especially for
Surveyors. The Basic and Standard versions provide different feature levels to (calculate & draft, or
survey calculations with minimal drafting). Premium includes COGO, DTM, and DESIGN functions.
Ultimate includes everything plus a powerful point cloud visualization and manipulation tool.
inCAD 2011 - Transform AutoCAD® into a survey and design solution. If your office is using
AutoCAD, MicroSurvey offers inCAD to bring the full features of MicroSurvey CAD 2010 to
AutoCAD versions 2010/2012.
MicroSurvey embeddedCAD - Powered with Autodesk Technology™ and is 100.0% compatible
with AutoCAD DWG files. It's a fully-featured standalone surveying powerhouse with an industryleading CAD engine. This program is built for surveyors that want to stick with a traditional CAD
interface and engine, while having the ability to compute coordinates, balance traverses,
annotate drawings, compute areas, and every other tool relevent to the modern surveyor.
PointCloud CAD 2010 - Work with point cloud and LIDAR data sets with ease. Quickly create
linework, surface models, and contours directly from the point cloud - then animate the whole
thing with just a few clicks.

V7

STAR*NET V7 - Survey network adjustment program. An easy-to-use Windows application that
adjusts 1D/2D/3D survey networks using rigorous least squares techniques. STAR*NET handles
networks containing conventional observations combined with GPS vectors, with up to 10,000
adjustable stations.
FieldGenius 2011 - FieldGenius has evolved into the most powerful and productive
data collector in the land surveying market. Code-free linework, smart points and live
graphics make FieldGenius the choice of organizations that value productivity. Now
with HD graphics and more hardware support than ever!
Seismic Surveyor 2011 - A GPS data capture and stakeout program designed
specifically for the seismic surveying industry. Save time and money: Seismic
Surveyor allows you to take shots, stake points, edit coordinates, stake lines - all at an
incredible pace.
Nautiz X7 and Algiz 7 by Handheld exemplify the evolution of handheld computers. Packed with innovative advancements in PDA/tablet technology, they surpass
everything else on the market with their mix of power, functionality and ruggedness.
The Archer Field PC by Juniper Systems is rugged, powerful, and versatile to
handle your most demanding needs. It meets IP67 and Mil-Std-810F standards for
drop, vibration, immersion, humidity, and operating temperatures.
The Mesa Rugged Notepad by Juniper Systems is a ruggedized tablet with a large
screen - yet in a compact form. Utilizes Windows Mobile for an operating system.
The ultra-rugged Allegro MX Field PC by Juniper Systems is built to perform in the
most demanding outdoor or industrial environments.
OfficeSync® - An easy to use file transfer and management service that enables field
crews to move files directly to the office without leaving the job site. Or, the office
can send stakeout jobs, or any other files, directly to their field crews with the click of
a button.
MapScenes Systems - Evidence Recorder, MapScenes® Forensic CAD, MapScenes
Capture, and MapScenes PointCloud, developed by MicroSurvey, is the premiere
software solution for law enforcement professionals doing crime scene mapping and
accident reconstruction.
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MicroSurvey CAD is a Complete
Desktop Survey and Design Program
Created for Surveyors, Contractors and
Engineers.
No plug-ins or modules are necessary. Complete survey drafting, COGO, DTM,
traversing, volumes, contouring, point cloud manipulation and data collection
interfacing are included. MicroSurvey CAD is compatible with field data from all
major total stations and data collectors and is fully compatible with AutoCAD.
MicroSurvey CAD Ultimate is now available and supports point cloud & LIDAR
data - along with some pretty incredible, time-saving utilities. See the Top
Features (left) and Version Comparison (below) for more information.
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